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in GIS



Today’s plan

1. Isochrones / Cartogram tutorial: Feedback, Q&A

2. Environmental Justice in GIS

3. Multi criteria decision analysis



Session 5 Tutorial



TravelTime plugin

Isochrones using TravelTime



Population density cartogram
You can now see how combining a cartogram of population density with a choropleth of absolute population numbers can provide a finer 

understanding of population trends across China (look at large metropolitan areas such as Shanghai, Beijing, Guangdong, Hainan!)



Questions



Environmental Justice
& GIS



Environmental Justice in GIS

GIS provides powerful tools to question 
the links between social and 
environmental variables, especially under 
an environmental justice framework.

By now you have acquired enough skills to 
be able to combine social and 
environmental datasets, and explore their 
spatial patterns.



Environmental Justice in GIS



Environmental Justice in GIS



Environmental Justice in GIS

1 hour Webinar by the Tishman 

environment & design centre

Who Does Mapping Serve? GIS in 

Environmental Justice and 

Climate Change Research 

https://youtu.be/gEQxpegD_MQ
https://youtu.be/gEQxpegD_MQ
https://youtu.be/gEQxpegD_MQ


Environmental Justice in GIS
EPA Environmental Justice tool 

https://www.epa.gov/ejscreen


Environmental Justice in GIS

Mapping for Change UK 

Project

https://mappingforchange.org.uk/projects/
https://mappingforchange.org.uk/projects/


Environmental Justice in GIS
Air pollution in London: silent killer 

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/f6d0dae57c9f471583521e69ca43fecf


Critical Theory
& GIS



GIS and Critical Theory

Critical theory seeks to challenge existing 

power structures, and questions how our 

cultural and social practices are the product 

of power dynamics.

Geographic Information Science has only 

recently and relatively marginally started to 

question the role of cartographic 

representations and the “scientific” status 

of GIS in supporting securitization of 

mainstream ideologies, including racist, 

colonialist, military and discriminatory 

practices.



GIS and Critical Theory



GIS and Critical Theory

Three collectives that are very 
active in the critical cartography 
space:

- Counter cartographies (US)
- Bureau d’Etudes (France)
- Not an Atlas

https://www.countercartographies.org
https://bureaudetudes.org
https://notanatlas.org/#atlas-maps


Multi Criteria Decision Analysis
&

Weighted Overlays



Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM)



GIS Multi-Criteria Decision Making

● Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM), also known as Overlay Analysis, Multi-Criteria 
Decision Analysis (MCDA) or Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA), is a framework for taking multiple 
variables into account when making a decision. It can be applied to spatial decisions using 
GIS-MCDM methodologies.

● The basic logic is that “Many decisions depend on identifying relevant factors and adding 
their appropriately weighted values.” (Longley, Goodchild et al, 2015). Obviously, different 
stakeholders will have different perspectives on which factors to take into account and their 
importance. In policy-making, public consultations can help determine the perspective of 
each stakeholder, and come up with a set of weights that is acceptable to all parties.

● GIS-MCDM method is especially useful when trying to solve problems such as land use 
suitability, site selection, etc. Please note that “suitability analysis” can also be carried out 
using vector geoprocessing (buffers, intersection tools, clipping etc), but typically when we 
talk about GIS-MCDM or Overlay analysis we refer to a raster data analysis method.

https://www.wiley.com/en-us/Geographic+Information+Science+and+Systems%2C+4th+Edition-p-9781119031307


Suitability analysis: Vector vs Raster

Source: Bruy, A. and Svidzinska, D., 2015. QGIS by Example. Packt Publishing Ltd.



(GIS) Multi-Criteria Decision Making

Applied to GIS, MCDM consists in 

crossing different variables to 

determine an output (the decision). 



GIS MCDM models: mathematical framework

Let’s say you want to identify the zones that are most vulnerable 
to flooding in a given region.

- A number of factors influence vulnerability I, denoted by 
X1 through Xn. For instance slope, land use, distance from 
water stream.

- The impact of each factor on vulnerability is determined by 
a transformation of the factor f(X). For example, the factor 
distance would be transformed so that its impact 
decreases with increasing distance, whereas the impact of 
slope would be increasing. 

- Then the combined impact of all of the factors is obtained 
by weighting and adding them, each factor i having a 
weight wi, which is determined by the GIS specialist, based 
on stakeholders’ inputs.



GIS MCDM Steps

1. Define the problem/research objective: this would 
typically include literature review to understand the 
domain and the local context.

2. Definition of criteria and constraints, based on literature 
research, analysis of historical data and potentially 
interviews with domain experts and stakeholders

3. Reclassify/Transform the values onto a relative scale to 
ensure the criteria can be comparable. For instance, 
transform a vector layer of a road into a raster layer of 
distance ranges to the nearest road.

4. Weight the criteria: think about each criteria’s relevance 
to the final result, and it’s importance compared to the 
other criteria.

5. Combine the criteria into a single layer.
6. Results analysis and validation, leading to the decision



Please read these three resources to have a better 
understanding of the MCDM / overlay methodology

1. The ESRI page on overlay approaches

2. This tutorial, which covers an entire workflow for 
identifying buildings suitable for a family to move in, 
based on their preferences (close to green spaces, to 
primary schools, well-connected by public transport, 
etc.)

3. This research poster on agriculture in Vermont

Extra readings on MCDM / weighted overlays

https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.3/tools/spatial-analyst-toolbox/understanding-overlay-analysis.htm
https://docs.sigro.org/qgis-basic-training/en/analyses.html#suitability-analyses
http://sites.tufts.edu/gis/files/2013/02/Ladow_Reynolds_Emily.pdf


Homework

Next session is in person



1. Do the QGIS tutorial on MCDM

2. Use Slack if you have questions (#help).

3. Spend time on your final coursework - next session is 
your last chance to share progress / concerns / 
challenges with the class!

Homework

https://raphaelleroffo.github.io/2022/01/23/advanced-tutorial5/


Final Coursework



Final coursework: Policy brief (100% )

Deadline: Tuesday 2nd May, 23.59 Paris time. 
If late: -1 point penalty for each day past the deadline.

- Groups of 2-3 students or individual report
- 3 pages minimum, 5 pages maximum
- Policy brief aimed at the Mayor of the large metropolis you’re studying ( /!\ 

writing style !)
- You may - and are encouraged to - build upon your first term report and push the 

methodology further. You can also pick a completely different topic and/or study 
area

- You must use at least one of the advanced techniques learnt in the Advanced 
module, while ensuring it’s well suited to answer your research question.



Final coursework: Policy brief (100% )

Proposed outline
- Executive summary (maximum ½ page, bullet points are fine)
- Introduction / Problem / Context
- Data sources in a table
- High-level methodology. Keep it short but use precise terminology
- 2 to 4 maps. Careful, you only have 5 pages maximum in this report so these maps must 

be very relevant to answering your policy question (i.e. for a suitability analysis, I don’t 
need every step in your weighted overlay, just the final potential sites you’ve identified, 
which you can pair with a map of some key variables in your analysis)

- Analysis of the findings
- Policy recommendations to decision makers

In this exercise, concision and precision are key! Your analysis must lead to actionable results.



The marking criteria reflect the learning outcomes expected at the end of this module. Students should be 

able to:

- Formulate a research question suitable for GIS analysis

- Source relevant data and assess their relevance based on the metadata provided

- Be comfortable working with vector and raster datasets

- Design  complex GIS workflows to combine multiple datasets, using at least one technique covered in 

the Advanced course (bivariate choropleths, raster processing, cartograms, digitization, isochrones, 

weighted overlays)

- Produce clean map exports that respect cartographic design principles, are colour-blind safe, and are 

complete with all key cartographic elements  (title, legend, north arrow etc.)

- Justify all key methodology choices, focusing on key decisions (choice of datasets, geoprocessing steps, 

raster processing steps, class breaks chosen for a choropleth, etc.)

- Draw policy insights from their maps and translate those into applicable policy recommendations or 

future research outlooks. Please be very explicit!

Final Coursework: Marking Criteria



Criteria:

- Research question and whether your methodology adequately addresses it (10%)

- Methodology, choice of relevant datasets and design of your workflow (35%)

- Quality of the map outputs (35%)

- Quality of the writing, structure and visual clarity of the report (10%)

- Relevance of the recommendations / insights (10%)

Final Coursework: Marking Criteria


